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Best Practices Regarding 
Reality Checking and 
Overcoming Impasse
Robin L. Miller, Clerk & Master, Hamilton County Chancery Court

Rachael J. Henry, Staff Attorney, Hamilton County Chancery Court

How it started 

�Chancellor Atherton realized there were 
numerous estate cases that were 
languishing because there was a small 
amount of cash assets and/or real estate 
assets
�Little emphasis to go to trial by the 

beneficiaries or attorneys 
�Many beneficiaries didn’t have assets to 

pay for a private mediation
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How it started

�Chancellor Atherton began sending cases 
with few estate assets and insufficient 
individual cash assets to the Clerk & 
Master for mediation
�Chancellor Atherton does not want to 

infringe upon the private mediation bar, 
so he requires attorneys to file a motion 
for a free judicial settlement conference

Criteria 

�Parties are only able to seek mediation 
through the Clerk & Master’s Office if:
�One or both parties are indigent

�Pro se v. Pro se
�Legal Aid v. Pro se

� If the parties have previously 
mediated with a Chattanooga area 
mediator 
� If there is a “dwindling pot” of funds 

available, as is present in estate 
matters
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At the start

�Proved successful at the beginning of the 
program
�Attorneys were happy to have another 

lawyer to discuss the merits of the of the 
cases
�Parties were able to understand the 

“diminishing funds” aspect of estate 
matters
�Beneficiaries/heirs learned that the attorney 

who represented the personal 
representative or the estate would be paid 
from the assets of the estate, which would 
only continue to diminish as the fighting 
continued 

Types of Cases

�This program started as a type of 
mediation just for estate cases, but has 
expanded since
�We now mediate divorces, contract 

matters, real estate matters, non-
compete matters, will contest matters, 
and specific performance matters
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Successful 
Strategies

�Suspending
�We frequently offer the parties additional 

days to mediate, so that they do not feel 
rushed to agree or disagree

�This allows parties to think further about 
the offer before them, which can be helpful

�Due diligence
�Talking out the case may uncover the fact 

that the lawyer and/or parties do not have 
all of the facts they need, which may 
involve a phone call to an agency such as 
the social security office 

Successful 
Strategies

�Further discovery
�Often bouncing ideas off of other 

lawyers helps inform the lawyer of what 
information they need before being able 
to make a full agreement

�Have a particular issue resolved via 
motion before the Court
�The parties may not need a full trial- a 

judge’s ruling on one particular issue may 
help them agree to settle the remainder 
of the case
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Why it works

�We are free 
�We have access to the file

�We can describe and provide court 
opinions from our court on similar cases 
�We provide plenty of time for parties to 

tell their entire story


